We consider the task of topology discovery of sparse random graphs using end-to-end random measurements (e.g., delay) between a subset of nodes, referred to as the participants. The rest of the nodes are hidden, and do not provide any information for topology discovery. We consider topology discovery under two routing models: (a) the participants exchange messages along the shortest paths and obtain endto-end measurements, and (b) additionally, the participants exchange messages along the second shortest path. For scenario (a), our proposed algorithm results in a sub-linear editdistance guarantee using a sub-linear number of uniformly selected participants. For scenario (b), we obtain a much stronger result, and show that we can achieve consistent reconstruction when a sub-linear number of uniformly selected nodes participate. This implies that accurate discovery of sparse random graphs is tractable using an extremely small number of participants. We finally obtain a lower bound on the number of participants required by any algorithm to reconstruct the original random graph up to a given edit distance. We also demonstrate that while consistent discovery is tractable for sparse random graphs using a small number of participants, in general, there are graphs which cannot be discovered by any algorithm even with a significant number of participants, and with the availability of end-to-end information along all the paths between the participants.
INTRODUCTION
Inference of global characteristics of large networks using limited local information is an important and a challenging task. The discovery of the underlying network topology is one of the main goals of network inference, and its knowledge is crucial for many applications. For instance, in communication networks, many network monitoring applications rely on the knowledge of the routing topology, e.g., to evaluate the resilience of the network to failures; for network traffic prediction and monitoring, anomaly detection, or to infer the sources of viruses and rumors in the network. In the context of social networks, the knowledge of topology is useful for inferring many characteristics such as identification of hierarchy and community structure and prediction of information flow.
Traditionally, inference of routing topology in communication networks has relied on tools such as traceroute and mtrace [3] to generate path information between a subset of nodes. However, these tools require cooperation of intermediate nodes or routers to generate messages using the Internal Control Message Protocol (ICMP). Increasingly, today many routers block traceroute requests due to privacy and security concerns [24, 41] , there by making inference of topology using traceroute inaccurate. Moreover, traceroute requests are not scalable for large networks, and cannot discover layer-2 switches and MPLS (Multi-protocol Label Switching) paths, which are increasingly being deployed [35] .
The alternative approach for topology discovery is the approach of network tomography. Here, topology inference is carried out from end-to-end packet probing measurements (e.g., delay) between a subset of nodes, without the need for cooperation between the intermediate (i.e., non-participating) nodes in the network. Due to its flexibility, such approaches are gaining increasing popularity (see Section 1.2 for details).
The approach of topology discovery using end-to-end measurements is also applicable in the context of social networks. In many social networks, some nodes may be unwilling to participate or cooperate with other nodes for discovering the network topology, and there may be many hidden nodes in "hard to reach" places of the network, e.g., populations of drug users, and so on. Moreover, in many networks, there may be a cost to probing nodes for information, e.g., when there is a cash reward offered for filling out surveys. For such networks, it is desirable to design algorithms which can discover the overall network topology using small fraction of participants who are willing to provide information for topology discovery.
There are many challenges to topology discovery. The algorithms need to be computationally efficient and provide accurate reconstruction using a small fraction of participating nodes. Moreover, inference of large topologies is a task of high-dimensional learning [40] . In such scenarios, typically, only a small number of end-to-end measurements are available relative to the size of the network to be inferred. It is desirable to have algorithms with low sample complexity (see Definition 3), where the number of measurements required to achieve a certain level of accuracy scales favorably with the network size.
It is indeed not tractable to achieve all the above objectives for discovery of general network topologies using an arbitrary set of participants. There are fundamental identifiability issues, and in general, no algorithm will be able to discover the underlying topology. We demonstrate this phenomenon in Section 8.2, where we construct a small network with a significant fraction of participants which suffers from non-identifiability. Instead, it is desirable to design topology discovery algorithms which have guaranteed performance for certain classes of graphs.
We consider the class of Erdős-Rényi random graphs [11] . These are perhaps the simplest as well as the most wellstudied class of random graphs. Such random graphs can provide a reasonable explanation for peer-to-peer networks [27] and social networks [34] . We address the following issues in this paper: can we discover random graphs using a small fraction of participating nodes, selected uniformly at random? can we design efficient algorithms with low sample complexity and with provable performance guarantees? what kinds of end-to-end measurements between the participants are useful for topology discovery? finally, given a set of participants, is there a lower bound on the error (edit distance) of topology discovery that is achievable by any algorithm? Our work addresses these questions and also provides insights into many complex issues involved in topology discovery.
Summary of Contributions
We consider the problem of topology discovery of sparse random graphs using a uniformly selected set of participants. Our contributions in this paper are three fold. First, we design an algorithm with provable performance guarantees, when only minimal end-to-end information between the participants is available. Second, we consider the scenario with additional information, and design a discovery algorithm with much better reconstruction guarantees. Third, we provide a lower bound on the edit distance of the reconstructed graph by any algorithm, for a given number of participants. Our analysis shows that random graphs can be discovered accurately and efficiently using an extremely small number of participants.
We consider reconstruction of the giant component of the sparse random graph up to its minimal representation, where there are no redundant hidden nodes (see Section 3.1). Our end-to-end measurement model consists of random samples (e.g., delay) along the shortest paths between the participants. Using these samples, we design the first randomdiscovery algorithm, referred to as the RGD1 algorithm, which performs local tests over small groups of participating nodes (known as the quartet tests), and iteratively merges them with the previously constructed structure. Such tests are known to be accurate for tree topologies [10] , but have not been previously analyzed for random-graph topologies. We provide a sub-linear edit-distance guarantee (in the number of nodes) under RGD1 when there are at least n 0.75 participants, where n is the number of nodes in the network. The algorithm is also simple to implement, and is computationally efficient.
We then extend the algorithm to the scenario where additionally, there are end-to-end measurements available along the second shortest paths between the participating nodes. Such information is available since nodes typically maintain information about alternative routing paths, should the shortest path fail. In this scenario, our algorithm RGD2, has a drastic improvement in accuracy under the same set of participating nodes. Specifically, we demonstrate that consistent discovery can be achieved under RGD2 algorithm when there are at least n 7/8 number of participants, where n is the network size for homogeneous delays (we have a general bound for heterogeneous delays). Thus, we can achieve accurate topology discovery of random graphs using an extremely small number of participants. For both our algorithms, the sample complexity is poly-logarithmic in the network size, meaning that the number of end-to-end measurement samples needs to scale poly-logarithmically in the network size to obtain the stated edit-distance guarantees.
Our analysis in this paper thus reveals that sparse random graphs can be efficiently discovered using a small number of participants. Our algorithms exploit the locally tree-like property of random graphs [11] , meaning that these graphs contain a small number of short cycles. This enables us to provide performance guarantees for quartet tests which are known to be accurate for tree topologies, and this is done by carefully controlling the distances used by the quartet tests. At the same time, we exploit the presence of cycles in random graphs to obtain much better guarantees than in the case of tree topologies. In other words, while tree topologies require participation of at least half the number of nodes (i.e., the leaves) for accurate discovery, random-graph topologies can be accurately discovered using a sub-linear number of participants.
Finally, we provide lower bounds on the reconstruction error under any algorithm for a given number of participants. Specifically, we show that if less than roughly √ n nodes participate in topology discovery, reconstruction is impossible under any algorithm, where n is the network size. We also discuss topology discovery in general networks, and demonstrate identifiability issues involved in the discovery process. We construct a small network with a significant fraction of nodes as participants which cannot be reconstructed using end-to-end information on all possible paths between the participants. This is in contrast to random graphs, where consistent and efficient topology discovery is possible using a small number of participants.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to undertake a systematic study of random-graph discovery using end-to-end measurements between a subset of nodes. Although we limit ourselves to the study of random graphs, our algorithms are based on the locally tree-like property, and are thus equally applicable for discovering other locally tree-like graphs such as the d-regular graphs and the scalefree graphs; the latter class is known to be a good model for social networks [34] and peer-to-peer networks [27] .
Related Work
Network tomography has been extensively studied in the past and various heuristics and algorithms have been proposed along with experimental results on real data. For instance, the area of mapping the internet topology is very rich and extensive, e.g., see [1, 2, 4, 21, 25] . In the context of social networks, the work in [31] considers prediction of positive and negative links, the work in [23] considers inferring networks of diffusion and influence and the work in [33] considers inferring latent social networks through spread of contagions. A wide range of network tomography solutions have been proposed for general networks. See [13] for a survey.
Topology discovery is an important component of network tomography. There have been several theoretical developments on this topic. The work in [15] provides hardness results for topology discovery under various settings. Topology discovery under availability of different kinds of queries have been previously considered, such as: (i) Shortest-path query, where a query to a node returns all the shortest paths (i.e., list of nodes in the path) from that node to all other nodes [9] . This is the strongest of all queries. These queries can be implemented by using Traceroute on Internet. In [9] , the combinatorial-optimization problem of selecting the smallest subset of nodes for such queries to estimate the network topology is formulated. The work in [22] considers discovery of random graphs using such queries. The bias of using traceroute sampling on power-law graphs is studied in [5] , and weighted random walk sampling is considered in [29] .
(ii) Distance query, where a query to a node returns all the shortest-path distances (instead of the complete list of nodes) from that node to any other node in the network [22] . These queries are available for instance, in Peer-to-Peer networks through the Ping/Pong protocol. This problem is related to the landmark placement, and the optimization problem of having smallest number of landmarks is known as the metric dimension of the graph [28] . The work in [38] considers reconstruction of tree topologies using shortestpath queries. (iii) Edge-based queries: There are several types of edge queries such as detection query, which answer whether there is an edge between two selected nodes, or counting query, which returns number of edges in a selected subgraph [32, 37] , or a cross-additive query, which returns the number of edges crossing between two disjoint sets of vertices [14] .
However, all the above queries assume that all the nodes (with labels) are known a priori, and that there are no hidden (unlabeled) nodes in the network. Moreover, most of the above works consider unweighted graphs, which are not suitable when end-to-end delay (or other weighted) information is available for topology discovery. As previously discussed, the above queries assume extensive information is available from the queried objects, and this may not be feasible in many networks.
Topology discovery using end-to-end delays between a subset of nodes (henceforth, referred to as participating nodes), has been previously studied for tree topologies using unicast traffic in [10, 35, 39] and multicast traffic [18] . The algorithms are inspired by phylogenetic tree algorithms. See [19] for a thorough review. Most of these algorithms are based on a series of local tests known as the quartet-based dis-tance tests. Our algorithms are inspired by, and are based on quartet methods. However, these algorithms were previously applied only to tree topologies, and here, we show how algorithms based on similar ideas can provide accurate reconstruction for a much broader class of locally-tree like graphs such as the sparse random graphs.
SYSTEM MODEL

Notation
For any two functions f (n), g(n), f (n) = O(g(n)) if there exists a constant M such that f (n) ≤ Mg(n) for all n ≥ n0 for some fixed n0 ∈ N. Similarly, f (n) = Ω(g(n)) if there exists a constant M such that f (n) ≥ M g(n) for all n ≥ n0 for some fixed n0 ∈ N, and f (n) = Θ(g(n)) if f (n) = Ω(g(n)) and f (n) = O(g(n)). Also, f (n) = o(g(n)) when f (n)/g(n) → 0 and f (n) = ω(g(n)) when f (n)/g(n) → ∞ as n → ∞. We use notationÕ(g(n)) = O(g(n)poly log n).
Let Gn denote a random graph with probability measure P. Let Q be a graph property (such as being connected). We say that the property Q for a sequence of random graphs {Gn} n∈N holds asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) if, lim n→∞ P(Gn satisfies Q) = 1.
Equivalently, the property Q holds for almost every (a.e.) graph Gn.
For a graph G, let C(l; G) denote the set of (generalized) cycles 1 of length less than l in graph G. For a vertex v, let deg(v) denote its degree and for an edge e, let deg(e) denote the total number of edges connected to either of its endpoints (but not counting the edge e). Let BR(v) denote the set of nodes within hop distance R from a node v and ΓR(v) is the set of nodes exactly at hop distance R. The definition is extended to an edge, by considering union of sets of the endpoints of edge. Denote the shortest path (with least number of hops) between two nodes i, j as path(i, j; G) and the second shortest path as path 2 (i, j; G). Denote the number of H-subgraphs in G as NH;G.
Random Graphs
We assume that the unknown network topology is drawn from the ensemble of Erdős-Rényi random graphs [11] . This random graph model is arguably the simplest as well the most well-studied model. Denote the random graph as Gn ∈ G(n, c/n), for c < ∞, where n is the number of nodes and each edge occurs uniformly with probability c/n. This implies a constant average degree of c for each node, and this regime is also known as the "sparse" regime of random graphs.
It is well known that sparse random graphs exhibit a phase transition with respect to the number of components. When c > 1, there is a giant component containing Θ(n) nodes, while all the other components have size Θ(log n) [6, Ch. 11] . This regime is known as the super-critical regime. On the other hand, when c < 1, there is no giant component and all components have size Θ(log n). This regime is known as the sub-critical regime.
We consider discovery of a random graph in the supercritical regime (c > 1). This is the regime of interest, since most real-world networks are well connected rather than having large number of extremely small components. Moreover, the presence of a giant component ensures that the topology can be discovered even with a small fraction of random participants. This is because the participants will most likely belong the giant component, and can thus exchange messages between each other to discover the unknown topology. We limit ourselves to the topology discovery of the giant component in the random graph, and denote the giant component as Gn, unless otherwise mentioned.
Participation Model
For the given unknown graph topology Gn = (Wn, En) over Wn = {1, . . . , n} nodes, let Vn ⊂ Wn be the set of participating nodes which exchange messages amongst each other by routing them along the graph. Let ρn := |Vn| n denote the fraction of participating nodes. It is desirable to have small ρn and still reconstruct the unknown topology. We assume that the nodes decide to participate uniformly at random. This ensures that information about all parts of the graph can be obtained, thereby making graph reconstruction feasible. We consider the regime, where |Vn| = n 1− , for some > 0, meaning that extremely small number of nodes participate in discovering the topology.
Let Hn := Wn \ Vn be the set of hidden nodes. The hidden nodes only forward the messages without altering them, and do not provide any additional information for topology discovery. The presence of hidden nodes thus needs to inferred, as part of our goal of discovering the unknown graph topology.
Delay Model
The messages exchanged between the participating nodes experience delays along the links in the route. The participating nodes measure the end-to-end delays 2 between message transmissions and receptions. We consider the challenging scenario that only this end-to-end delay information is available for topology discovery.
Let m be the number of messages exchanged between each pair of participating nodes i, j ∈ Vn. Denote the m samples of end-to-end delays computed from these messages as
We assume that the routes taken by the m messages are fixed, and we discuss the routing model in the subsequent section. On the other hand, these messages experience different end-to-end delays 3 which are drawn identically and independently (i.i.d) from some distribution, described below.
Let De denote the random delay along a link e ∈ Gn (in either direction). We assume that the delays De 1 and De 2 along any two links e1, e2 ∈ Gn are independent. The delays are additive along any route, i.e., the end-to-end delay along a route P(i, j) between two participants i, j ∈ Vn is
De.
(1)
We assume that the delay distributions {De}e∈E n have bounded variances {l(e)}e∈E n satisfying
Further, the family of delay distributions are regular and bounded, as in [10] . The delay distributions {De}e∈E n and the graph topology Gn are both unknown, and need to be estimated using messages between participating nodes. We exploit the additivity assumption in (1) to obtain efficient topology discovery algorithms.
Routing Model
The end-to-end delays between the participating nodes thus depends on the routes taken by the messages. We assume that the messages between any two participants are routed along the shortest path with the lowest number of hops. On the other hand, the nodes cannot select the path with the least delay since the delays along the individual links are unknown and are also different for different messages.
We also consider another scenario, where the participants are able to additionally route messages along the second shortest path. This is a reasonable assumption, since in practice, nodes typically maintain information about the shortest path and an alternative path, should the shortest path fail. The nodes can forward messages along the shortest and the second shortest paths with different headers, so that the destinations can distinguish the two messages and compute the end-to-end delays along the two paths. We will show that this additional information vastly improves the accuracy of topology discovery. These two scenarios are formally defined below. 
RECONSTRUCTION GUARANTEES
Minimal Representation
Our goal is to discover the unknown graph topology using the end-to-end delay information between the participating nodes. However, there can be multiple topologies which explain equally well the end-to-end delays between the participants. This inherent ambiguity in topology discovery with hidden nodes has been previously pointed out in the context of latent tree models [36] .
Thus, there is an equivalence class of topologies with different sets of hidden nodes which generate the same end-toend delay distributions between the participating nodes. We refer to the topology with the least number of hidden nodes in this equivalence class as the minimal representation. Such a minimal representation does not have redundant hidden nodes. For example, in Fig.1 , the graph and its minimal representation are shown. In Procedure 1, we characterize the relationship between a graph and its minimal representation, given a set of participants. The minimal representation is obtained by iteratively removing redundant hidden nodes from the graph.
Thus, any algorithm can only reconstruct the unknown topology up to its minimal representation using only endto-end delay information between the participating nodes. In sparse random graphs, only a small (but a linear) number of nodes are removed in the minimal representation, and this number decreases with the average degree c. Moreover, given the minimal representation, nodes with degree two in the original graph can be recovered with additional information such as hop counts along the paths between the participants, or can be inferred using the knowledge of the bounds on delay variance in (2) . It thus suffices to reconstruct the minimal representation of the original topology, and our goal is to accomplish it using small fraction of participants.
Performance Measures
We now define performance measures for topology discovery algorithms. It is desirable to have an algorithm which outputs a graph structure which is close to the original graph structure. However, the reconstructed graph cannot be directly compared with the original graph since the hidden nodes introduced in the reconstructed graph are unlabeled and may correspond to different hidden nodes in the original graph. To this end, we require the notion of edit distance defined below.
Definition 1 (Edit Distance). Let F, G be two graphs 5 with adjacency matrices AF , AG, and let V be the set of labeled vertices in both the graphs (with identical labels). Then the edit distance between F, G is defined as
where π is any permutation on the unlabeled nodes while keeping the labeled nodes fixed.
In other words, the edit distance is the minimum number of entries that are different in AF and in any permutation of AG over the unlabeled nodes. In our context, the labeled nodes correspond to the participating nodes while the unlabeled nodes correspond to hidden nodes.
Our goal is to output a graph with small edit distance with respect to the minimal representation of the original graph. Ideally, we would like the edit distance to be zero (i.e., no error) as we obtain more delay samples and this is the notion of consistency. 
The above definition assumes that the network size n is fixed while the number of samples m goes to infinity. A more challenging setting where both the network size and the number of samples grow is known as the setting of highdimensional inference [40] . In this setting, we are interested in estimating large network structures using a small number of delay samples. We will consider this setting for topology discovery in this paper. Indeed in practice, we have large network structures but can obtain only few end-to-end delay samples with respect to the size of the network. This is formalized using the notion of sample complexity defined below for our setting. for some function g(n), then the estimator Gn is said to have sample complexity of Ω(f (n)) for achieving an edit distance of O(g(n)).
Thus, our goal is to discover topology in high-dimensional regime, and design a graph estimator that requires a small number of delay samples, and output a graph with a small edit distance.
PRELIMINARIES
We now discuss some simple concepts which will be incorporated into our topology discovery algorithms.
Delay Variance Estimation
In our setting, topology discovery is based on the endto-end delays between the participating nodes. Recall that in Section 2.3, we assume general delay distributions on the edges with bounded variances. Our topology discovery algorithms will be based solely on the estimated variances using the end-to-end delay samples.
We use the standard unbiased estimator for variances [30] .
whereD m i,j is the sample mean delaȳ
Di,j (k).
Note that we do not use an estimator specifically tailored for a parametric delay distribution, and hence, the above estimator yields unbiased estimates for any delay distribution. Our proposed algorithms for topology discovery require only the estimated delay variances { l(i, j)}i,j∈V as inputs. Indeed, more information is available in the delay samples D m . For instance, in [10] , the higher-order moments of the delay distribution are estimated using the delay samples and this provides an estimate for the delay distribution. However, we see that for our goal of topology discovery, the estimated end-to-end delay variances suffice and yield good performance.
Recall that {l(i, j)}i,j∈V denote the true end-to-end delay variances and that in (1), we assume that the variances are additive along any path in the graph. Along with other assumptions, this implies that the delay variances on the edges form a metric on the graph. We will henceforth refer to the variances as "distances" between the nodes and the estimated variances as "estimated distances". This abstraction also implies that our algorithms will work under input of estimates of any additive metrics.
Quartet Tests
We first recap the so-called quartet tests, which are building blocks of many algorithms for discovering phylogenetictree topologies with hidden nodes [8, 20, 26, 36] . The definition of a quartet is given below. See Fig.2 . (6) and (8) .
tion in Fig.2 satisfy
and the configuration is denoted by Q(ab|uv).
In the literature on tree reconstruction, instead of (6), an inequality test is usually employed since it is more robust, given by, l(a, v) ). (7) However, we use the equality test in (6), since it is also useful in detecting cycles present in random graphs.
In practice, we only have access to distance estimates and we relax the equality constraint in (6) to a threshold test, and this is known as the quartet test. Thus, the quartet test is local test between tuples of four nodes. For the quartet Q = (ab|uv), let e denote the middle edge of the quartet 6 , i.e., the edge which joins a vertex on the shortest path between a and b to a vertex on the shortest path between u and v (Note that the edge can have zero length if the hidden nodes connecting a, b and u, v are the same.). The estimated length of the middle edge (h1, h2) between hidden nodes h1 and h2 is given by
Similarly, all other edge lengths of the quartet can be calculated through the set of linear equations. Many phylogenetic-tree reconstruction algorithms proceed by iteratively merging quartets to obtain a tree topology. We employ the quartet test for random graph discovery but the analysis incorporates the presence of cycles. Moreover, we introduce modifications under scenario 2, as outlined in Section 5.2, where second shortest path distances are available in addition to the shortest path distances between the participating nodes.
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
Scenario 1
We propose the algorithm RGD1 for discovering random graphs under scenario 1, as outlined in Section 2.4, where only shortest path distance estimates are available between the participating nodes. The idea behind RGD1 is similar to the classical phylogenetic-tree reconstruction algorithms based on quartet tests [20, 36] . However, the effect of cycles on such tests needs to analyzed, and is carried out in Section 6.1. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. The algorithm recursively runs the quartet tests over the set of participating nodes. When quartets are discovered, it merges them with the previously constructed graph using procedure MergeQuartet. This procedure splits the paths between the quartet nodes to introduce new hidden nodes, if such paths exist in the previously constructed graph; otherwise new edges are added. Any edges smaller than a threshold are contracted, for some chosen constant < f, where f is the lower bound on the edge lengths of the original graph. It can be shown that the average runtime for RGD1 algorithm isÕ(nc Rg/2f ).
The algorithm limits to testing only "short quartets" between nearby participating nodes. Intuitively, this is done to avoid testing quartets on short cycles, since in such scenarios, the quartet tests may fail to reconstruct the graph accurately. Since the random graphs are locally-tree like and contain a small number of short cycles, limiting to short quartets enables us to avoid most of the cycles. The idea of short quartets has been used before (e.g. in [20] ) but for a different goal of obtaining low sample complexity algorithm for phylogenetic-tree reconstruction. We carry out a detailed analysis on the effect of cycles on quartet tests in Section 6.1.
In algorithm RGD1, we consider short quartets, where all the estimated distances between the quartet end points are at most Rg + τ , where g is the upper bound on the (exact) edge lengths in the original graph, as assumed in (2) . Thus, R := Rg/f is the maximum number of hops between the end points of a short quartet, where f is the lower bound on the edge lengths. We refer to R as the diameter of the quartet. This needs to be chosen carefully to balance the following two events: encountering short cycles and ensuring that most hidden edges (with at least one hidden end point) are part of short quartets. The parameter τ is chosen to relax the bound, since we have distance estimates, computed using samples, rather than exact distances between the participating nodes.
Scenario 2
We now consider scenario 2, as outlined in Section 2.4, where second shortest path distance estimates are available in addition to shortest path distance estimates between the participating nodes. We propose RGD2 algorithm for this case, which is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 RGD2({ l(i, j), l2(i, j)}i,j∈V n ; R, g, τ, ) for Topology Discovery Using Shortest-Path and Second Shortest-Path Distance Estimates.
Input: Shortest-path and second shortest-path distance estimates { l(i, j), l2(i, j)}i,j∈V n , upper bound g on exact edge lengths and parameters R, τ, > 0.
If a quartet occurs twice in Q, only retain the one with shortest estimated middle edge. Update Gn ← MergeQuartet ( Gn, Q; ). end for Procedure 4 MergeQuartet( Gn, Q(ab|uv)); ) for merging a new quartet with current structure Gn.
Input: Current graph G and new quartet Q(ab|cd) with hidden nodes h1, h2 (See Fig.2 ) and threshold for contracting short edges. The algorithm RGD2 is an extension of RGD1, where we use the second shortest distances in the quartet tests, in addition to the shortest distances. For each tuple of participating nodes a, b, u, v ∈ Vn, the quartet test in (6) is carried out for all possible combinations of shortest and second shortest distances; only short quartets are retained, where all the distances used for quartet test are less than the specified threshold (which is the same as in RGD1). If the same quartet is formed using different combinations of shortest and second shortest distances, only the quartet with the shorter middle edge, computed using (8) , is retained. We clarify the reason behind this rule and give examples on when this can occur in Section 6.1. As before, all these quartets are merged with previously constructed graph using procedure MergeQuartet, but with a minor difference that the path lengths need to be checked since there may not be multiple paths between participating nodes with different lengths. The performance analysis for RGD2 is carried out in Section 6.3. l(b, h1) . Since the maximum number of hops between {a, b, u, v} is R : = Rg/f , and one of the shortest paths  is not along the quartet, the middle edge (h1, h2) is part of a generalized cycle of (hop) length less than 2R .
ANALYSIS UNDER EXACT DISTANCES
We now undertake performance analysis for the proposed topology discovery algorithms RGD1 and RGD2. In this section, for simplicity, we first analyze the performance assuming that exact distances between the participating nodes are input to the algorithms. The detailed proofs are available in [7] . Analysis for the case when distance estimates are input to the algorithms is considered in Section 7.
Effect of Cycles on Quartet Tests
We now analyze the effect of cycles on quartet tests. Recall that the quartet test is the equality test in (6) , and if this is satisfied, internal edge lengths of the quartet are computed, and they are added to the output using procedure MergeQuartet. The quartet test in (6) is based on the assumption that the shortest paths between the four nodes {a, b, u, v} in the quartet are along the paths on the quartet.
Thus, the outcome of the quartet test is incorrect only when some shortest path between {a, b, u, v} is outside the quartet. We refer to such quartets as "bad quartets". There are two possible outcomes for bad quartets (a) the quartet test in (6) does not hold, and thus, the quartet is not merged, or (b) the quartet test in (6) holds, but produces a fake quartet with wrong internal edge lengths.
The examples of both the cases are given in Fig.4 . Recall that the quartet test in (6) is the equality test l(a, u) + l(b, v) = l(a, v) + l(b, u). The case in Fig.4a does not satisfy this equality constraint 7 , since the cycle is in the middle of the quartet, and thus this quartet is not merged. On the other hand, for the case in Fig.4b , the equality constraint is satisfied, since the cycle is on the same side of the quartet, and in this case, a fake quartet is merged but with wrong edge lengths 8 , as shown in Fig.4c .
Thus, bad quartets lead to reconstruction error. The number of bad quartets can be bounded as follows: in a bad quartet, the middle edge of the quartet is part of a (generalized) cycle of length less than 2R , where R := Rg/f is the maximum number of hops between the endpoints of a 7 There exist pathological cases of equal distances where configurations of the form in Fig.4a will satisfy equality constraint. Such scenarios do not occur in a.e. random graph. 8 Note that the set of linear equations for computing the internal edge-lengths in the quartet consist of 5 variables and 6 equations (corresponding to the 6 known edge-lengths between the quartet end-points) along with the equality constraint in (6) . Thus, when the equality constraint is satisfied, the system of equations produces a valid solution.
short quartet, as discussed in Section 5.1. The number of such short cycles can be bounded for random graphs leading to reconstruction guarantees for RGD1 algorithm.
For the RGD2 algorithm where second shortest path distances are additionally available, bad quartets do not adversely affect performance. We argue that a quartet is correctly recognized as long as the paths on the quartet correspond to either the shortest or the second shortest paths (between the quartet endpoints). In such a scenario, some combination of shortest and second shortest path distances exists which accurately reconstructs the quartet and the RGD2 algorithm finds all such combinations. Moreover, fake quartets are detected since they produce a longer middle edge than the true quartet. This is because the cycle shortens the distance between end points on its side (in Fig.4b , this corresponds to {a, b} and note that the middle edge in Fig.4c is longer than the true edge length).
Thus, a quartet is correctly reconstructed under RGD2 when the paths on the quartet consist of shortest or second shortest paths. We finally use the locally tree-like property of random graphs to establish that this occurs in almost every graph if the quartet diameter R is small enough. Thus, we obtain stronger reconstruction guarantees for RGD2 algorithm.
Analysis of RGD1
We now provide edit distance guarantees for RGD1 under appropriate choice of maximum quartet diameter R := Rg/f . We analyze the edit distance by counting the number of hidden edges (with at least one hidden end point) which are not recovered correctly under RGD1. A hidden edge is not recovered when one of the following two events occur: (a) it is not part of a short quartet (b) it is part of a bad short quartet. A large value of the quartet diameter R decreases the likelihood of event (a), while it increases the likelihood of event (b), i.e., we are likely to encounter more cycles as R is increased. For a fixed value of R , we analyze the likelihood of these two events and obtain the bound on edit distance stated below.
Assume that the algorithm RGD1 chooses parameter R as R = γ log n log c , where γ is chosen such that
holds, where f and g are lower and upper bounds on exact edge lengths, as assumed in (2) . Let the fraction of participating nodes be ρn = n −β , such that
meaning that γ > 2β. We have the following result. 
Remarks:
(i) The parameter R chosen by RGD1 depends on the fraction of participating nodes ρ in (10) . Incorporating this constraint into (11) , means that an edit distance ofÕ(n 4β(2g/f −1) ) a h1 h2 b u v (a) Bad Quartet Where Test Fails. is achieved. This implies that β < 0.25(2g/f − 1) −1 for achieving a sub-linear edit distance. For homogeneous edges (f = g), this implies that more than n 0.75 nodes are needed for achieving a sub-linear edit distance.
(ii) When the ratio of the bounds on the edge lengths g/f is small (i.e., the edge lengths are nearly homogeneous), the edit-distance guarantee in (11) improves, for a fixed ρ. This is because we can control the hop lengths of the selected quartets more effectively in this case.
(iii) The dominant event leading to the edit-distance bound in (11) is the presence of bad quartets due to short cycles in the random graph. In subsequent section, we show that RGD2 algorithm effectively handles this event using the second shortest path distances.
Proof Ideas:
The proof is based on the error events that can cause the quartet tests to fail. The first error event is that an edge which does not occur as a middle edge of a short quartet, meaning that there are not enough participating nodes within distance R/2 from it. The second error event is that an edge occurs as a middle edge of a bad quartet, meaning that it is close to a short cycle. We analyze the probability of these events and the resulting edit distance due to these events.
Analysis of RGD2
We now provide edit distance guarantees for RGD2 algorithm. The analysis is on the lines of the previous section, but we instead analyze the presence of overlapping cycles, as noted in Section 6.1. There are no overlapping short cycles in a random graph, and thus, we can provide a much stronger reconstruction guarantee for the RGD2 algorithm, compared to the RGD1 algorithm.
As before, assume that the parameter R for short quartet as R = γ log n log c , where γ is chosen such that (9) holds. Let the fraction of participating nodes be ρn = n −β and (10) holds. We have the following result. 
The above result immediately implies that consistent recovery of the minimal representation is possible when there are enough number of participating nodes. We state the result formally below. or equivalently
Remarks:
(i) From the above constraints, we see that consistent topology recovery is feasible with ρ = n −β , when β < 0.25(3g/f − 1) −1 . Thus, for equal edge lengths (f = g), when the number of participants is more than n 7/8 , RGD2 consistently recovers the topology. Intuitively, this is because, with enough participating nodes, we can limit to short distances, and avoid any overlapping cycles, which are the sources of error for RGD2 algorithm.
(ii) Thus, the availability of second shortest distances makes consistent topology discovery possible with a sub-linear number of participating nodes, while consistent recovery is not tractable under RGD1 using only shortest-path distances between a sub-linear number of participants.
Proof Ideas:
The proof is on similar lines as in Theorem 1, but with modified error events that cause the quartet tests to fail. As before, the first error event is that an edge which does not occur as a middle edge of a short quartet. The second error event is now that an edge is close to two overlapping short cycles instead of being close to a single short cycle. This event does not occur in random graphs for sufficiently short lengths, and thus, we see a drastic improvement in edit distance.
ANALYSIS UNDER SAMPLES
We have so far analyzed the performance of RGD1 and RGD2 algorithms when exact distances (i.e., delay variances) are input to the algorithm. We now analyze the scenario when instead only delay samples are available and estimated variances are input to the algorithm.
We show that the proposed algorithms have low sample complexity, meaning they require slow scaling of number of samples compared to the network size to achieved guaranteed performance. The result is given below. 
Thus, the sample complexity of RGD1 and RGD2 algorithms is poly(log n). In other words, the size of the network n can grow much faster than the number of delay samples m, and we can still obtain good estimates of the network. This implies with m = Ω(poly(log n)) samples, we can consistently discover the topology under RGD2 algorithm, given sufficient fraction of participating nodes.
Proof Ideas:
The proof follows from Azuma-Hoeffding inequality for concentration of individual variance estimates, as in [10, Proposition 1], and then consider the union bound over various events.
CONVERSE RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Fraction of Participating Nodes
We have so far provided edit distance guarantees for the proposed topology discovery algorithms. In this section, we provide a lower bound on the fraction of participating nodes required for any algorithm to recover the original graph up to a certain edit distance guarantee.
We can obtain a meaningful lower bound only when the specified edit distance is lower than the edit distance between a given graph and an independent realizations of the random graph. Otherwise, the edit distance guarantee could be realized by a random construction of the output graph. To this end, we first prove a lower bound on the edit distance between any fixed graph and an independent realization of the random graph.
Let D(G; δ) denote the set of all graphs which have edit distance of at most δ from G
Lemma 1 (Lower Bound on Edit Distance). Almost every random graph Gn ∼ G(n, c/n) has an edit distance at least (0.5c − 1)n from any given graph Fn.
Proof: First, we have for any graph Fn
since we can permute the n vertices and change at most δn entries in the adjacency matrix AF and we use the bound 
where inequality (a) is due to the fact that ming∈B P[Gn = g] ≥ max g∈S(Fn) P[Gn = g] (i.e., the mode of the binomial distribution). Hence, P[Gn ∈ D(Fn; δn)] decays to zero as n → ∞, when δ < 0.5c − 1. 2 Thus, for any given graph, a random graph does not have edit distance less than (0.5c − 1)n from it. It is thus reasonable to expect for any graph reconstruction algorithm to achieve an edit distance less than (0.5c − 1)n, since otherwise, a random choice of the output graph could achieve the same edit distance. We now provide a lower bound on the fraction of the participating nodes such that no algorithm can reconstruct the original graph up to an edit distance less than (0.5c − 1)n.
Theorem 4 (Lower Bound). For Gn ∼ G(n, c/n) and any set of participants Vn, for any graph estimator Gn using (exact) shortest path distances between the participating node pairs, we have
for a small enough constant M > 0 and any δ < (0.5c − 1).
Thus, no algorithm can reconstruct Gn up to edit distance δn, for δ < 0.5c − 1, if the number of participating nodes is below a certain threshold. From Lemma 1, almost every random graph has an edit distance greater than (0.5c − 1)n from a given graph. Thus, when the number of participating nodes is below a certain threshold, accurate reconstruction by any algorithm is impossible.
Remarks:
(i) The lower bound does not require that the participating nodes are chosen uniformly and holds for any set of participating nodes of given cardinality.
(ii) The lower bound is analogous to a strong converse in information theory [16] since it says that the probability of edit distance being more a certain quantity goes to one (not just bounded away from zero).
(iii) The result is valid even for the scenario where second shortest path distances are used since the maximum second shortest path distance is also O(log n). (iv) We have earlier shown that our algorithms RGD1 and RGD2 have good performance under a sub-linear number of participants. Closing the gaps in the exponents between lower bound and achievability is of interest.
Proof Ideas:
The proof is based on information-theoretic covering type argument, where cover the range of the estimator with random graphs of high likelihood. Using bounds on binomial distribution, we obtain the desired lower bound.
Non-Identifiability of General Topologies
Our proposed algorithms require the knowledge of shortest and second shortest path distances. Performance analysis reveals that the knowledge of second shortest path can greatly improve the accuracy of topology discovery for random graphs. We now address the question if this can be accomplished in general.
To this end, we provide a counter-example in Fig.5 , where a significant fraction of nodes are participating, and we are given distances along all the paths between the participants; yet, the topology cannot be correctly identified by any algorithm. This reveals a fundamental non-identifiability of general topologies using only a subset of participating nodes.
Relationship to Phylogenetic Trees
We note some key differences between the phylogenetictree model [19] and the additive delay model employed in this paper. In phylogenetic trees, sequences of extant species are available, and the unknown phylogenetic tree is to be inferred from these sequences. The phylogenetic-tree models the series of mutations occurring as the tree progresses and new species are formed. Efficient algorithms with low sample complexity have been proposed for phylogenetic-tree reconstruction, e.g., in [17, 20] .
In the phylogenetic-tree model, the correlations along the phylogenetic tree decay exponentially with the number of hops. This implies that long-range correlations (between nodes which are far away) are "hard" to estimate, and require large number of samples (compared to the size of the tree) to find an accurate estimate. However, under the delay model, the delays are additive along the edges, and even long-range delays can be shown to be "easy" to estimate. Hence, the delay model does not require the more sophisticated techniques developed for phylogenetic-tree reconstruc-tion (e.g., [17] ), in order to achieve low sample complexity. However, the presence of cycles complicates the analysis for delay-based reconstruction of random graphs. Moreover, we developed algorithms when additional information is available in the form of second shortest-path distances. Such information cannot be obtained from phylogenetic data. We demonstrated that this additional information leads to drastic improvement in the accuracy of random-graph discovery.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered discovery of sparse random graph topologies using a sub-linear number of uniformly selected participants. We proposed local quartet-based algorithms which exploit the locally tree-like property of sparse random graphs. We first showed that a sub-linear editdistance guarantee can be obtained using end-to-end measurements along the shortest paths between a sub-linear number of participants. We then considered the scenario where additionally, second shortest-path measurements are available, and showed that consistent topology recovery is feasible using only a sub-linear number of participants. Finally, we establish a lower bound on the edit distance achieved by any algorithm for a given number of participants. Our algorithms are simple to implement, computationally efficient and have low sample complexity.
There are many interesting directions to explore. Our algorithms require the knowledge of the bounds on the delay variances (i.e., edge lengths), and algorithms which remove these requirements can be explored. Our algorithms are applicable for other locally tree-like graphs as well, while the actual performance indeed depends on the model employed. Exploring how the reconstruction performance changes with the graph model is of interest. In many networks, such as peer-to-peer networks, there is a high churn rate and the nodes join and leave the networks, and it is of interest to extend our algorithms to such scenarios. Moreover, we have provided reconstruction guarantees in terms of edit distance with respect to the minimal representation, and plan to analyze reconstruction of other graph-theoretic measures such as the degree distribution, centrality measures, and so on. While we have assumed uniform sampling, other strategies (e.g., random walks) need to analyzed. We plan to implement the developed algorithms developed on real-world data.
